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Introducing psychodrama as a group 
psychotherapy with psychosocial bene�ts 
in hemophiliacs and their families
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�e four meetings took place in a 25 m2 
comfortable room with 6 chairs and 6 
cushions. �ey developed pre-work tasks, 
group dynamics, leisure activities and 
personal scenes of participants, which 
deployed in a dramatic setting, also o�ered 
multiple meanings engaging and involving 
everyone present, including the 
coordinator.
  

Psychodrama is an exceptional tool to promote greater openness, self-awareness, con�ict 
resolution, inhibition overcoming and the treatment of personal and institutional symptoms. 
Based on its results, it becomes relevant the inclusion of this program in health and welfare 
organizations working with patients and their families. �e implementation with larger groups will 
leverage the experience boosting all the bene�ts obtained in the pilot study.

Include and host hemophiliacs and their families through a 
group psychotherapy process to meet and work with their 
concerns. By o�ering a space to achieve a deeper 
understanding of emotions and their consequences, the 
experience provides them with greater cognitive �exibility.
Psychodrama is a method of comprehensive intervention 
that originates from working with segregated and excluded 
sectors of society. �e method applies e�ective strategies for 
the promotion, protection and restoration of health. 
A pilot study consisting of four meetings of two hours was 
coordinated and communicated by e-mail to patients from 
di�erent regions of Argentina. 
A total of 20 patients with available e-mail information 
were invited. 3 of them joined the activity and 
one also decided to assist with its couple.
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increase their adherence to the hemophilia treatment

intensify their networking being able to demystify 
hemophilia as a disabling disease

recover spaces for leisure and sense of humor

improve ability of symbolization and dreaming

foment an environment of trust and security

have the opportunity to walk in others shoes and 
discover the related the feelings and emotions

create new positions before conflicts

 

PRE-WORK TASKS “CALDEAMIENTOS”

GROUP DYNAMICS AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES

EVOCATION OF SCENES

ROLE-PLAYS AND DRAMATIC SCENES DEPLOYMENT

GROUPING RESOURCES

DRAMACTIC MULTIPLICATION

WRAP UP AND CONCLUSIONS

The participants were able to:

PSYCHOTHERAPY MEETING SCHEME

 BIBLIOGRAFIA: E. Pavlovsky, H. Kesselman "La multiplicación dramatica". Ed. Atuel; E. Pavlovsky "Proceso creador, terapia y existencia". Ed. Ayllu; 
J. Moreno "El teatro de la espontaneidad". Ed. Búsqueda; C. Pavlovsky "Recursos, técnicas de dirección y juegos dramáticos".

Phsycodrama is power of transformation connecting 

people with caring and inclusive feelings.

Phsycodrama is committed to support the plural and sense 

multiplicity against the narcissistic force of the individual level.

The creative process is therapeutic in itself. 

Recreation of conflicts allows patients to go from sinister 

and pathetic to spaces for leisure. To immobilize the body 

produces imagination shutdown and subject becoming invisible.
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